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The  Federal  Reserve  Board's  error-  correct  i  on model  of 142  dernand  fails  to
explain nuch  of the recent weakness  in noney  growth,  By sl igh  y generalizing
the Board^mode1  ,  however,  its  performance  rilt[  prior  to and  iuriirg-the recent-
episode  of  "missing  money"  can be substantial  ly' improved. The  reiults  suggest
that weakness.  in l,l2  growth  has  been  primarily due  to a long-run trend towiid
more  efficient  use  of M2  balances  tolether with a normal  rEsponse  to a growing
gap  between  long-tern interest rates-and  l.l2  deposit rates.0ver the period from 1964  through  1989,  there is  a very high comelation
between  the income  velocity of the M2  monetary  aggregate  and  the opportunity
cost of holding M2  balances,  where  the 'l 
atter  js measured  by the difference
between  the 3-month  Treasury  bill  rate and  the average  rate of return on M2
deposits.  Since 1990,  however,  this  relationship appears  to have  broken  down:
the velocity of 142  has  been  rising  even  as M2,s  opportunity cost has  been
falling.  See  Figure  1.  Similarly, the Federal  Reserve  Board,s  model  of l,l2
demand,  which  assumes  a stable  long-run  relationship  between  velocity and  the
T-bi11-deposit-rate  spread,  has  systematicalty  overpredicted  the growth  rate
of ll2 in recent years.  The  apparent  breakdown  of the historical  linkages
between  M2  and the economy  has led the Federal 0pen  l.larket committee  (FOMC)  to
downwardly  revise its  1993  ilz target growth  ranges  and  deemphasize  l,|2  in the
policy making  process  (Greenspan  1993).
This  paper  examines  the stability,  predictive  performance,  and  fit  of
two  modified  versions  of the l.l2-demand  model  used  by the Federal  Reserve
Board- The  modified  models  explain significanily  more  of the movement  in l,l2
than does  the Board  model  .  This improvement  is evident both before  and  during
the recent period of missing  money. Indeed,  the missing  money  problem  largely
disappears  using  the modified  models, Furthermore,  in the modified  models,
unlike  the Board  model,  there  is  little  evidence  of structurai instability.
The  modified  models  differ  from  the Board  nodel in two key respects:
(l)  they  allow  for a quadratic  rather than  a linear trend in the relationship
between  the velocity of H2  and  l4Z,s  opportunity cost and  (2) they allow
substitution between  M2  and  non-lil2  assets  to be driven not just  by the
difference between  Treasury-bi1l  rates and  l'lz  deposit rates but, also, by the
difference between  long-term  bond  rates and  l4z  deposit rates,  In addition,
one  of the models  uses  househoid  expenditures  on non-durables  and  services,rather than  GNP,  as a long-run  scale  variable.  Importantly,  both  the
coefficient  on the square  of time and  the weight attached  to the long-tenn
bond  rate are statistically  significant even  prior to the period  of missing
money  .  I
The  results reported  here suggest  that the recent weakness  in lrl2  growth
has  been  primarily due  to a long-run trend toward  more  efficient  use  of lil2
balances  together  with a normal  response  to a growing  gap  bethreen  long-term
interest rates and  l,l2  deposit rates.  Other  factors--such as the activities  of
the Resolution  Trust  Corporation  (RTC),  disintermediation,  and  households,
evident aversion  to debt--have  played  at most  a secondary  role in sluggish  trl2
growth.  The  bottom  line  is that it  has  not been  the behavior  of H2  that has
been  unusual  in recent  years so much  as it  has  been  the behavior  of long-term
interest rates relative to short-term  and  deposit interest rates.
Feinman  and  Porter (1992)  take an approach  similar to that adopted  here,
modeling  ltl2's  opportunity  cost as the difference between  a weighted  average  of
competing  interest rates and  a weighted  average  of own  interest rates, where
both sets of weights  are estimated  along  with the rest of the money-demand
equation.2 unfortunateiy, data Iimitations force Feinman  and  porter to use  a
money  demand  equation  that has  been  stripped of  its  short-run dynamics.
Furthermore,  Feinman  and  Porter do not allow for  any  long-term  trend in the
.  I  In contrast,  Mehra  (1992)--using  a model  that differs  from  the Board,s principally in that it  is firmul-ated  in-real rather than  norninal  tenns--finds
that,the l0  -year-  Treasu  ry bond  rate has  a statistically  significant effect on
the demand  for  M2  oniy when  the sample  period extends  jnto-the  1990s. llore on
Mehra's  model  l  ater. 
-
)_. -  lhe competing.  rates include the yields on S-year  Treasury  notes  and
jf-rear  lreasury  bonds,.  and  the interest rate charged  on 4g-month  auto loans,
Ine own  rates include the rates of return availab'le  on other checkable
deposits,  savings  accounts  and  money  market  deposit  accounts,  certificates of
oeposl[,  and  money  market  mutual  funds.money-demand  equation  they estimate.  As a result of these  omissions,  the
Feinman  and  Porter mode'l  exhibits clear synptoms  of structural  instability.3
Section  I provides  a quick  overview  of the Board,s  M2  model  and
demonstrates  the model's  inabil ity  to account  for  the recent weakness  in IrlZ
growth.  section 2 presents  the modified  models  and  compares  their  performance
to that of the Board  model  .  section 3 discusses  the role of RTC  activity,  the
slowdown  in consumer  borrowing,  and  disintermediation  in explaining  the
cuffent episode  of missing  money. section 4 examines  whether  there rnight  not
have  been  a missing-money  episode  in the early 1960s. A summary  of major
results, with po1  icy discussion,  concludes  the paper.
I.  THE  CORPUS  DELICTI
A detailed description of the Federal  Reserve  Board,s  M2  demand  model
can be found  in l4oore,  Porter, and  Small (1990).  Briefly,  the model  assumes
that there is  a stable long-run  relationship between  the income  velocity of il2
and  M2's  opportunity  cost, where  the latter  is measured  as the difference
between  the yield  on 3-month  rreasury bills  and  the average  rate of return on
ll2 deposits.  M2  growth  tends  to accelerate  when  velocity  is  above  its  long-
run equilibrium  value  and  to decelerate  when  velocity is below  its  long-run
equil  ibrium value.  Honey  growth  is  also influenced  by near-term  movenents  in
M2's  opportunity  cost and  consumer  spending,  and  by regulatory changes  such  as
the introduction of money  market  deposit accounts  (in December  lgga) and
credit control  s (1980).
3  Feinnan  and  Porter,s  estimates  of intercept  and  error-  correct  i  on
coefficients  change.by  nore  than  two  standard  errbrs  when  they  extend  ihe end
of.  their sample  period  from  1989:Q4  to 1992:Q2.  Estimated  vaiues  of several
interest-rate  welghts  also  change  by  more  than  two  standard  errors.Formal  ly,  the Board  model  takes the form:
Azm.  = 6r^993Ql  + crrD83Q2  + c..DC0N  + c4(vt_r
+ csAoct  + c.(Ax. - Amt-l)  + c*(Ax.-'
+ c., (Ax._, - Am._,  ) + e.
-  V*  a-,  )
- Am.-1)
(l)
where  A and A2 are
respectively,  e. is
vl  = co + ct t  + ca  DMl.,lDAt  *  c3  ocs , (2)
oct=ln(R3Mot-RMzt) (3)
fi rst -di  fference and  second  -d  i  fference operators,
a random  error  term,
m  = 1n(nominal  l'12)
D83Ql  = dummy  equal to  I  in  1983:Ql  to  control  for  MMDAs
083Q2  = dunmy  equal to  I  in  1983:Q2  to  control  for  lrlMDAs
DCON  =  I  in 1980:Q2  when  credit controls imposed
-l  in 1980:Q3  after credit controls  lifted
v = ln[h(GNP  + GNp-'')/(nominal  HZ)]
R3140  = yield  on 3-month  Treasury  bills
Rl.l2  = average  interest rate paid on MZ  balances
x = 1n(nominal  personal  consunption  expenditures)
DMMDA:  durnmy  equal  to I beginning  in 1982:Q4,
and  where  it  is  presumed  that c.  and  co are both positive.  In practice,
equations  2 and  3 are substituted direc  y into equation  l,  and  then the
combined  equation  is estinated  using  ordinary  least squares.The  second  and  third  coiumns  of Table  I  present  estimates  of the Board
nodel over the period from 1964:Ql  through  1986:Q4  and  the period from 1964:Ql
through  1989:Q4,  respectively.a In both  columns,  the coefficient on  v._,,  is
statistically  significant and  of the expected  sign, jndicating  that money
growth  does, indeed,  tend to acclerate when  velocity exceeds  its  long-run
equil  ibrium  value.  The  negative  coefficient on  oct-l indicates  that, as
expected,  long-run velocity is  an increasing  function of llZ,s opportunity
cost.  (The  implied  long-run  elasticity of velocity with respect  to changes  in
the opportunity  cost is  -,0104,/.178  = -.058  over  the sample  period  ending  in
1986  and  -.0107/.191  = -.056  over  the sample  period  ending  in 1989.) The
coefficient  attached  to the time variable suggests  that the velocity of Flz  has
exhibited a small upward  trend after  controling for movements  in l,l?,s
opportunity cost.
llhen  the sample  period is  extended  through  the end  of  1992,  problens
becone  apparent. Thus  the coefficients of oc.-, and  v.-'  reported in the
fourth column  of Table  t  differ  from  their  counterparts  in the second  and
third  columns  by more  than two standard  eruors.  The  same  is  true of the
constant  term.  The  fit  of the equation  markedly  deteriorates.  llhen  an
additive dummy  variable is  introduced  into the noney  denand  equation  over the
post-1989  sample,  as ih the fifth  co'lumn  of the table,  the coefficient
attached  to the dummy  is highly s.ignificant. The  magnitude  of this
coefficient  indicates that money  growth  has  been  over three percentage  points
per year lower in the post-1989  period than can  be accounted  for  by the Board
.  _-0.-.The  starting date  for the sample  is that customarily  used
staff (l4oore,  et. al, 1990).  Because  I use  after-tax  rather  than
interest  rates  in calculating  the  opportunity  cost  of holding  M2
coefficient estimates  reportid in Tible I arir  trivially  diff6rent




bal  ances,  the
from thosemodel  .
As a further test  of the structural stability  of the Board  model  , the
model  was  re-estimated  after  including a dummy  variable for  each  observation
since  the beginning  of 1990. If  the model  is stab'le,  the dummy  variables
should  fail  to be  jointly  significant (Dufour  1980). ltore  generally,  by
exanining  the pattern of coefficients attached  to the dunrmy  variables, one  can
get some  idea  whether  the Eoard  model  has  been  consistently off  target,  or has
failed  only in one  or two quarters.  Results  are reported in Table  Z.
The  hypothesis  that the coefficients of the dummy  variables are equal  to
zero is rejected at the one-percent  significance level  .  The  coefficients are
consistently  negative  in sign,  Individual  coefficients are statistical ly
significant in 1990:Q4  and  from  1991  :Q3  through  the end  of 1992. The  implied
shortfal'l  in M2  growth  is  fairly  small in 1990  (just  under  2.0 percent,
annualized),  but rises to over  7.0 percent  in 1992.
Taken  together, these  results provide compelling  evidence  that the
Federa] Reserve  Board's ll2 demand  model  has broken  down.  The  model  has been
overpredicting  M2  growth  since  the beginning  of 1990--significanily  so since
the middle  of  1991. The  prediction errors have, if  anything, gotten larger
through  time.5
Resu1ts  very  similar to those  reported  in Tables  I and  Z for the Board
model  are also  obtained  using  Mehra,s  mohel  of real ll2 growth  (llehra  1992,
1993). llhen  a.post-1989  dummy  variable  is introduced  i;to Mehia,s  model  , it
is .neg_ative  and  statistically significant  at well under  the l-percent  level  .
Individual_Dufour  dummy  variiblei are consisten  y negative,  ahd  are
statistically significant  at the  S-percent  level  irom-1991:Q3  through  1992:Q4.
collectively, the_Dufour  dummy  varihbles  are significantly riifferenl from  zero
at the  5-percent  level  ,  Thus  llehra,s  (1992)  cliim that his model  does  not
display  significant.  post-1989  lnstabil  ity i3 quite  sensitive  to the  sample
period.over  which  the  model  is estimated.  (l.le'hra  starts  his sample  in igsg:Qt
llg^elqs.it in 1992:Q2.  l'ty  sample  period  bdgins  in 1964:Ql  and  iuns  through'
1992  :  Q4.  )2.  THE  IIODIFTED  I'IODELS
2.1  The  Generallzed  Income-Vel  oci  ty llodel
The  recent unusually  slow  growth  in 142  has  been  accompanied  by a growing
gap  between  long-term  interest rates and  lil2  deposit rates, and  by large flows
of cash  into the stock and  bond  markets.  (For a plot  of the long-terrn  bond
rate less the M2  deposit rate,  see  Figure  Z,)  These  facts suggest  that
households  may  view stocks  and  longer-tenn  bonds  as substitutes for ll2
deposits. To  allow  for this possibility,  I introduced  the rate of return  on a
long-term  security into the formu'la  for  the opportunity  cost of holding
N2.6'7 In the generalized  model  , equation  3 is  replaced  by:
oct = tnlpRloyRt  + (l  - F)R3Mot  - Rl42sJ,
where  RI0YR  denotes  the after-tax rate of return  on lO-year
where  B is a parameter  to be  estinated. Note  that equation
Board's  specification  when  p = 6.
Equations  I and  2 were  also  generalized.  To  al  low  for
(3',  )
the possibility
that the short-run  dynamic  impact  of the new  opportun  i  ty-  cost variable  might
differ  from  that of the old opportun  i  ty-  cost variable,  an  additional  lagged
change  in the opportunity  cost  was  introduced  into equation  l.  Thus,  equation
Treasury  bonds  and
3' reduces  to the
6  An alternative approach  is  to expand  the existing M2  aggregate  to
include bond  market mutual funds or  stock and bond  markei mutfai  f-unds  _
Interestingly,  adjusting M2  for  bond  and  stock funds  does  not, by itself,
eliminate very much  of the recent H2-growth  shortfall  (Duca  19931
forthcoming).  For further discussion-of  the propertiei of an exfanded
aggregate,  see  Feinman  and  Porter (1992)  and  the Appendix.
. 
7  Hamburger  (1977,1983)  was  an  early advocate  of including  rates  of
return on long-term  securities as right-hand-side  variables in m-oney  demand
equati  ons,I was  replaced  by
Azm.  = 6*Pg3Ot  *
+ crAoc.  +
+ c6A  (axt-l
c4  (vt-r - v*t-r  )
An.-1)
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A1so,  to al  low  for the possibility that the pace  of financial innovation  (as
measured  by trend growth  in MZ's  velocity) might be accelerating, the I inear
time trend incorporated  into the Board  model  was  replaced  with a quadratic
tine  trend.  Forma1ly,  equation  Z was  replaced  by
vl = co + c,t  + cit2 + crDI'lMDAt  + caoct (z',)
Table  3 presents  estimates  of the generalized  M2  rnode'l  .  The  fonnat of
the table is similar to that of Table  l,  except  that the estimated  values  of
three additional coefficients are reported.
In a1l respects, the perfornance  of the generalized  model  appears
superior to that of the original  Board  model  .  The  R2,s  of the generalized
equations  are substantially higher than those  of their  counterparts  in Table
l.  The  weight attached  to the lO-year  bond  rate in the opportunity cost term
and  the coefficient of time squared  are significant--both  statistically  and
economically--even  in sample  periods that end  we'll before the emergence  of the
missing  ltl2. More  generally, parameter  estimates  appear  to be quite stable
across  sample  periods:  estinates are always  within two standard  errors of one
another  and  are usually within one  standard  error.  llhen  a dummy  variable isintroduced  over  the  post-1989  period  (column  5), its coefficient  is
statistically insignificant, The  point  estimate  of this coefficient  is only
one  third the size of that reported  in Table  l:  the generalized  model
underpredicts  f.l2  growth  by only about  l-percent  per  year  since  19g9,  as
compared  with an  over  3  -  percent  -  per-year  shortfall using  the Board  model  .
The  improved  performance  of the generalized  model  is also reflected  in
Tab'le  4, which  reports  results from  an  estimation  that includes  a sequence  of
Dufour  dummy  variab'les. Note  that the Dufour  durmies  are now  both
individually  and  jointly insignificant. Their  estimated  coefficlents  are,
however,  consistently  negative,  and  there is still  sone  tendency  for their
magni.tudes  to increase  with time.
2.2  Using  Consumptlon  as the Long-Run  Scale  Variable
As  noted  earl  ier, the Board,s  l,l2  model  a'llows  movements  in consumption
to have  a short-run  impact  on  noney  growth,  but uses  smoothed  GNp  as its  long-
run scale  variable.  The  fact that the recent  slowdown  in ll2 growth  has  been
accompanied  by unusually  weak  consumption  spending  suggests  that the
assumption  that it  is GNP  rather  than  some  measure  of consumption  that drives
'long-run 
money  denand  merits  closer  examinaffon.s  Accordingly,  I estinated  a
variant  of the generalized  1rl2  demand  model  in which  nominal  household
expenditure  on  non-durables  and  services  was  used  as both  the long-run  and
For evidence  of the slowdown  in consumptlon,  see
Perry  and  Schultze  (1993). For  a nice  discusjion  o?  the
theoretical reasons  for  bel  ieving consumption  rnight  be a
than  GNP,  see  Hankiw  and  Surnmers-(1996),'
Blanchard  (1993)  and
practical  and
better scale vari  abl  eshort-run  scale  variable.e Results  are reported  in Table  5.
The  frz's reported in Table  5 are only slighily  below  those  reported  in
Table  3'  and  remain  well above  those  obtained  using the Board  model  .  Again,
the estimated  coefficients of the lO-year  bond  rate and  of  time squared  are
economically  and  statistlcally  significant even  in relatively ear'ly  sample
periods.  Parameter  stabil ity  appears  to be excel  lent--better  even  than that
obtained  in the income-velocity  version  of the generallzed  model. l.tith
consumption  as the long-run  scale  variable, no  coefficient estirnate  varies  by
even  as much  as one  standard  error across  samples. The  estinated coefficient
on  the post-1989  dummy  variable  is  identical in Tables  3 and  5:  both  models
.account  for  about  two-thirds of the money  growth  left  unexplained  by the Board
model  .  In Table  5, as in Table  3, the coefficient on the dunrmy  variable  is
statistical1y l  ns  i  gn  i  fi cant.
The  consumption-velocity  version of the generarized  model  performs
particularly  wel  l  in the Dufour  dununy  test.  As shown  in Table  6, not only are
the dumny  variables  both  individually and  collectively insignificant, they
exhibit Iittle  or no  tendency  to grow  in magnitude  as the sample  is extended,
The  dumrny  coefficients  are, however,  consisten y negative in sign.
There  are several  notable  differences between  the parameter  estimates  in
Table  5 and  the conesponding  estimates  in Table  3.  The  error-correct  i  on
coefficient  (co), for exampre,  is  sma er in the consumption-velocity  version
of the generalized  model  than  in the income-velocity  version.  0n  the other
,  . .t  flg  val_idity  of th.e  error  .correct  i  on approach  hinges  upon  the stationarity  of the  term  (y._r  - v.._,,)  in equafion  l.  Th6  residuals  from  a regression  of the log of thi'consuription  veiocity or money  on-  viilautes rrom the risht-hand-side  6f equation  z; iie  inieea-ititioniiv."  ilationiiiii  cannot be  rejected  even  in the iase  where  the coirricieni oi-time;qu;;;;-i;" constrained  to be  zero.
10hand,  the long-run interest e1  asticity  of the demand  for money  is somewhat
larger in magnitude  in the consumption-velocity  model  than in the income-
velocity model  .10 The  same  is  true of the weight, F,  attached  to the long-
run interest rate.
2.3  A l{ore Detalled Look  at  the l'lodel  s,  Recent  performance
Table 7 compares  the mean  emors and  root nean  square  errors generated
by the Board  model  over the post-1989  period  with those  of the general  ized
income-velocity  and  consumption-velocity  models. Two  sets of results are
presented: one  based  upon  model  estimates  over a sample  period extending  from
.1964:Ql  through  1989:Q4,  and  the other upon  model  estimates  extending  from
1964:Ql  through  1992:Q4.  According  to column  three  of the tab1e,  when
estimated  over the 1964:Ql-1989:Q4  sample  period the Board  model  overpredicts
money  growth frorn 1990  through 1992  by an average  of  over one percentage  point
per quarter.  0ver the sane  period, the generalized  income-velocity  model
overpredicts money  grovrth  by between  four  and five  tenths of  a percentage
point per quarter, and  the generalized  consumption-velocity  model  over
predicts money  growth  by only a third  of a percentage  point per quarter.  l,lhen
the sample  period over which  the nodels  are estimated  is extended  to the end
of 1992'  the performance  of the generalized  models  improves  further relative
to that of the Board  model:  the Board  model  overpredicts  money  growth  by an
average  of about  1.5 percentage  points per year, as compared  to an average
- 
to 
fh..  long-run.  interest elasticity is found  by dividing the coefficient
of.9.,-.,|  by-the  coefficient of v.-,.  (The  iatter coe?ficient  is,  of course,  an
estimate  of cn--the^  error correction ioefficient.)  In the incorne-velocity
model'  estimates  of the long-run  interest elasticity  range  from  -.0164/.1-99
= -.08?  to -.91!9l.lq3 = -.092.  In the consumption--veloiity  model  , esiimates
range  from  -.013?/.130  = -.102  to -.}tZB/.120  = -.107.
iloverprediction  of  less than .3 percentage  points per year using the
generalized  models. The  generalized  models  account  for  over 80 percent  of the
nissing  money.
The  root mean  square  errors displayed  in the second  and  fifth  columns  of
Table  7 provide an alternative measure  of the perfornance  of the models  over
recent quarters.  In both columns,  the root mean  square  enor  of the
generalized  income-velocity  model  is over 50 percent  smaller than that of the
Board  nodel  .  The  root mean  square  error of the generalized  consumption-
velocity model  is over 70 percent  sma'ller  than that of the Board  model  .
Finally,  Table  8 presents  results from  encompassing  tests based  on the
recent performance  of the money  demand  models, llodel A is  said to encompass
Model  B if  forecasts obtained  from  l'lodel  A contain useful information  that is
not contained  in the forecasts  of Model  B.  If  llodel A encompasses  llodel B and
l'lodel  B fails  to encompass  Model  A, then l.lodel  A is clearly  superior to lilodel
B.  As a practical nratter, to determine  whether  l4odel  A encompasses  l.lodel  B
one can regress lrlodel  B's forecast errors  on the difference  between  the
forecast errors of lrlodel  B and  the forecast errors of Hodel  A.  If  the
coefficient on  the difference  ln errors is statistically  significant, then
ltlodel  A encompasses  Model  B.  similar'ly,  if  a regression  of Model  A,s forecast
errors on the difference between  the forecast errors of  odels A and  B yields
a statistically  significant coefficient, then  l.lodel  B  encompasses  model  A.11
The  first  two rows  of Table  8 show  that the generalized  income-velocity
nodel encompasses  the Board  model  over the period of the missing  money,
whereas  the Eoard  model  fails  to encompass  the generalized  income-velocity
For  a detailed  description  of the encompassing  test used  here,  see
Chong  and  Hendry  (1986).
t2model  .  That is,  the forecasts of the generalized  income-velocity  mode'l  are
unambiguously  superior to those  of the Board  model  over the three-year  period
from  1990:Ql  through  1992:Q4.  Similarly, the results displayed  in the third
and  fourth rows  of Table  8 show  that the generalized  consumption-velocity
model  dominates  the Board  model  .  Finally,  the fact  that the difference in
errors between  the incone-velocity  and  consumption-velocity  models  helps to
explain the errors of the incorne-velocity  model  but not the errors of the
consumption-velocity  model  shows  that the forecasts of the consumption-
velocity model  are unambiguously  superior to those  of the income-velocity
nodel  .
In summary,  judging between  the models  solely on the basis of their
recent performance,  the generalized  consumption-velocity  model  of 142  denand
significantly  outperforms  the generalized  income-velocity  model  ,  Both  the
generalized  consumption-velocity  model  and  the generalized  income-velocity
model  signiflcantly  outperform  the current Federal  Reserve  Board  model  .
3.  OTHER  EXPUI}IATIONS  ()F  THE  IIISSING  I{OT{EY
Duca  (1993,  forthcoming)  has  suggested  that Resolution  Trust Corporation
(RTC)  activity  may  be responsible  for much  of the weakness  in M2  growth  since
1989, There  are two reasons  why  RTC  activity  might have  an adverse  impact  on
the demand  for M2  deposits. First, when  a thrift  is  ,,reso1ved,',  its
depositors  are forced to reallocate their  portfolios  sooner  than would
otherwise  have  been  the case.  In an environment  where  interest rates on nevf
bank  deposits have  fallen,  nany  of those  who  have  deposits at a resolved
thrift  wi'll  choose  to shift  assets  out of lrl2  and  into the stock and  bond
markets. Second,  as more  and  more  thrifts  are resolved, people  becone  aware
t3that there is a call  risk associated  with bank  time deposits. This  newly
perceived  call  risk  reduces  the attractiveness  of bank  time deposits for  any
given spread  between  market  interest rates and  bank  deposit rates,
During  1992,  there was  an additional special reason  for weak  M2  growth:
for  a time, the floor  rate of return on 6-month  savings  bonds  exceeded  the
rate of return available  on short-term  Treasury  bills.  This  yield gap  may
have  resu'lted  in disintermediation--albeit  disinterrnediation  induced  by an
artificial  floor  on the return from  an asset  competitive  with bank  deposits
rather than  by an  artificial  ceiling on bank  deposit  rates themselves,
Duca  finds that of several possible alternative measures  of RTC
activity'  the measure  that best accounts  for the missing  M2  is the change  in
the quarterly average  cumulated  stock of resolved  deposits.  He  measures  the
incentlve  for disintermediation  using  a variable  that equals  either zero  or
the floor yield  on 6-month  savings  bonds  minus  the yield  on 6-month  rreasury
bllls,  whichever  is greater.  Table  9 reports estimates  of the Board  model  ,
the generalized  income-velocity  model  , and  the generalized  consumption-
velocity model  , each  expanded  to  include  Duca's  RTC  and  disintermediation
variables (denoted  0RTC  and  DISINTER,  respectively).
Results  displayed  in the second  column  of rable 9 confirm that both the
RTC  variable  and  the disintermediation  variable  are highly significant, and  of
the expected  sign, when  added  to the Board  model  .  However,  when  the same
variables  are added  to the generalized  models,  their estimated  coefficients
are statistically  insignificant and  considerably  reduced  in magnitude  (columns
three and  five).  In contrast, the coefficient  of time squared  and  the weight
placed  upon  the lO-year  bond  rate in the opportunity cost formula  are both
statistically  and  economically  significant in every  regression  in which  they
t4are i  ncl  uded.
Qual  itatively  similar results are obtained  when  the RTC  variable  is
replaced  by a variable designed  to capture  the incentive for  households  to
reduce  debt by drawing  down  ll2 deposit balances. The  spread  between  the
interest rates charged  on consumer  loans and  the interest rates paid on il2
deposit  balances  has  been  unusually  wide  in recent  years.t.  The  phase-out  of
the tax deduction  for  interest on consumer  installment loans has  contributed
to the widening  of this gap,  as have  rising costs  of depository
intermediation. It  seems  plausible  that households  would  respond  to this
unusually  wide  gap  by using some  of the funds  that they would  normally  have
placed  in a bank  account  or certificate  of deposit to reduce  their  outstanding
credit-card balances,  make  larger-than-usual  dovrn  payments  on new  cars and
other consumer  durables, and  pay  down  their  home-equity  loans.  In effect,  a
low level of consumer  debt night serve  as a substitute for  a high 
'level 
of l.l2
balances.  In an effort  to incorporate  this  rnargin  of substitution into the
money  demand  models,  equation  3'was generalized  to al'low  the opportunity  cost
of holding  money  to depend  upon  the average  interest rate on consumer
installment debt, in addition to the yields on 3-rnonth  rreasury bills  and  l0-
year Treasury  bonds. The  estimated  weight attached  to the consumer  loan rate
is listed as T in the third and  fifth  columns  of Table  9.r3 The  reported
results indicate  that, like the RTC  and  disintermediation  variables,  the
consumer  loan  rate is statistically  insignificant when  included  in the
12 See  Feinman  and  porter (1992),  Chart  3,
t3. 
.In.th" regressions  reported  in Table  9, the consumer  loan  rate is
assuned  to have  a zero  welght-prior  to the period  of missing  money  (i.e,  prior
to 1990:Ql). However,  very  siinilar results'are  obtained  wh6n  the-cdnsumer
loan  rate is allowed  to have  a non-zero  weight  beginning  in 1972,  when
consumer  loan  rate data  first  become  availa6le.
15general  ized noney-denand  model  s.
Although  the RTC,  d  i  s  i  ntermed  i  at  i  on, and  debt-paydown  variables are
statistically  insignificant in the generalized  models,  their coefficients  have
the expected  signs.  Including  these  variables  in the regressions  somewhat
improves  the nodels' post-1989  fit.  (Compare  the mean  errors and  root mean
square  errors reported  at the bottom  of columns  three through  six  in Table g
to the corresponding  errors reported in Table  z.)  Furthermore,  the inclusion
of RTC'  disintermediation, and  debt paydown  variables sometimes  improves  the
stability  of key  parameters, Increased  parameter  stabi'l  ity  is particularly
noticable in the income-velocity  version of the generalized  money  demand
model  .ra  Accordingly,  one  can  not rule out the possibi  lity  that RTC,
disintermediation, and  debt paydown  effects have  contributed to the recent
weakness  in lil2  growth.  Any  contribution from  these sources  has  obviously  been
dwarfed, however,  by the cornbined  effects  of  a long-run tendency  towaro more
efficient  use  of M2  balances  and  a growing  gap  between  long-term  interest
rates and  M2  deposit rates,
4.  tt0RE  [Issl]tc ]i0NEY?
As noted  above,  the Board  staff  typically  uses  a 1964:Ql  starting date
for  estimation  of  its  [12  model  .  However,  consistent l.l2  data are available all
the way  back  to the beginning  of  1959. lrlhen  the sample  period used  to
estimate  the Board  model  is extended  to include the pre-1964  data, evidence  of
, 
1a 
-For-examp]g!  the error-  correct  i  on  coefficient (the coefficient of
Yr-,t)  f.Jli  frop-_.-f9-2,to  .163  in Tabte  3 as the end  of ihe sample  period  is extended  from._1989:Q4-to  1992:Q4.  llith RTC,  disintermediatiori,  aid debt paydown  variables  included  in the regression,  the same  coefficient only  drops
to 'l84.or_.186  (Table  9, columns  thiee  and  four).  Increased  stabilit!  is'
also  notabie  in the estimates  of the interest-raie  weighting  parameterl  p, and the  coefficient  of time  squared.
l6a post-1989  breakdown  in the model  remains  statistical ly significant,
liloreover,  tests indicate that the Board  model  seriously over-predicts  H2
growth  prior  to 1964. Thus,  using  the Board  model,  there are two periods of
missing  noney--one  in the early 1990s  and  the other in the early 1960s. In
contrast, the ll2 growth  predictions of the generalized  income-velocity  and
general  ized consumption-velocity  model  s are without significant  bi  as.
To  test the sensitivity of the post-1989  missing  money  to a change  in
the starting date used  in estimating  the Board  model  , two regressions  were
run.  One  of these regressions  included  Dufour  dummy  variables extending  from
1990:Ql  through  1992:Q4,  and  the other included  a single durnmy  variable equal
to one  from  1990:Ql  through  1992:Q4.  Results  are  displayed  in Table  10.
lrlhile  only four of the Dufour  durnmy  variables  are individually significant,
every  Dufour  coefficient  is negative, and  the hypothesis  that all  the
coefficients are equal  to zero is  reJected  at the S-percent  significance
level  .  The  single dummy  variable has  a coefficient  that is  negative  and
significant at the l-percent  level  .  Thus,  our earlier conclusion  that the
Board  model  breaks  down  after  1990  is not sensitive to an extension  of the
sample  period  to include  pre-1964  data.15
The  second  and  third  columns  of Table 1l present  evidence  that the Board
15 I conducted  similar exercises  (with sample  periods  beginning  in
1959  :Q4).-for  the general  i  zed i  ncome-velbci  ty  and  coisumpti  on-vi  l  oci  t-y  mode'l  s,
and  for Mehra's  model  of real 142  growth.  Dufour  dummy  variables thal run fr6m
1990:Ql  through  1992:_Q4_are  neither  individually nor  iollectively  significant
in the.generalized  models. A dummy  variable  thit  equals  one  froir lgi0:Ql
through  1992:Q4  is also statisticallv  i  ns  i  qn  i  fi cant 
'when 
introduced  into the
generalized  models. All  four 1992  Dirfour  dummies  are statistically
significant at the S-percent  Ievel in l,lehra,s  model  , and  the F staiistic  for a joint  test of the entire set of Dufour  dummy  variabies  is significant at the
10-percent  level (but not the S-percent  tev6l).  When  a dumnr!  variable that
equals  one  over  the entire interval from  1990:Ql  through  1992:Q4  is introduced
into l4ehra's  model  , it  is significant at well under  thi  l-percent  level  .
l7model  breaks  down,  not just  after  1990,  but also prior  to  1964. Again, two
regressions  were  run, one  with Dufour  dummies  in each  quarter from 1959:Q4
through  1963:Q4,  and  the other with a single dunrny  variable equal  to one  from
1959:Q4  through  1963:Q4.  The  coefficients of the Dufour  dunrmies  are
consistently  negative  in sign, and  nany  are statistically  significant.  The
hypothesis  that the Dufour  coefficients  are al1 equal to zero is reJected  at
the S-percent  significance level  .  The  coefficient  of the s.ingle  dummy
variable  is negative  and  statistically  significant at the l-percent  1evel  .
Its  point estimate  indicates that the Board  model  over-predicts money  growth
by over 3 percent  per year, on average,  in the pre-1964  period.  This
shortfall  is  a]rnost  identica'l to that generated  by the Board  model  in the
post-1989  period  (Table  l,  co1  . 5).
As shown  in columns  four through  seven  of Table ll,  when  Dufour  dummies
are introduced  into the generalized  income-velocity  and  consumpt  i  on  -vel  oci  ty
models,  individual coefficients are rarely significant.  One  cannot  reject the
hypothesis  that the Dufour  coefficients are, collectively,  equal to zero.
l'lhen  a single dummy  variable is  introduced  into the models,  it  too is
insignificant.  Thus,  the generalized  models  succeed  in explaining  the pre-
1964  nissing money  much  as they succeed  in explaining  the post-19g9  missing
money,
The  superior performance  of the generalized  nrodels  in the pre-1964
period is  confirned by encompassing  tests.  As shown  in Table lZ,  the
difference between  the errors of the Board  model  and  the errors of the
generalized  income-velocity  model  helps to explain the errors of the Board
nodel but not the errors of the generalized  income-velocity  model  .  That is,
the forecasts of the general  ized income-velocity  model  are unambiguously
I6superi0r to those  of the Board  model  over the pre-1964  sanple  period.  The
forecasts of the generalized  consumption-velocity  model  are also unambiguously
superior to those  of the Board  model  ,  0n the other hand,  the ranking  of
general  ized consumption-vel  ocity and  general  ized incorne-velocity  model  s
relative to one  another  is unclear.
5.  SU}II'IARY  AIID  I}IPLICATIO}IS
Growth  in the lilz  monetary  aggregate  has  been  weaker  than is consistent
with widely used  models  of the demand  for money. The  results presented  here
suggest  that nearly  all  of this recent  weakness  is attributable to a long-run
trend toward  more  efficient  use  of M2  balances  combined  with a normal  response
to the growing  gap  between  long-tenn  interest rates and  l'12  deposit rates,
Apart fron its  impact  on the will ingness  of banks  and  other savings
institutions  to narrow  the interest rate gap, the thrift  resolution process
has  played  at most  a minor  role  in depressing  growth  in the dernand  for M2
balances. similarly, insofar as households  regard  a low  level of debt  as a
substitute for  high l.l2  balances,  the incentive to reduce  debt by drawing  down
M2  deposits appears  to be adequate'ly  captured  by the spread  between  long-term
bond  rates and  M2  deposit rates.
Both  the presence  of a quadratic  trend in l.lz  velocity and  the influence
of long-term  interest rates on 142  demand  are discernable  in sample  periods
that end  well before  the "missing  l,l2',  emerged  as a problem. This fact
provides  some  reassurance  that the roles played  by the trend and  the Iong-terrn
interest rate in exp'laining  the missing  money  are not spurious. Nevertheless,
time trends inevitably carry with them  an aura  of ad hockery,  In future
research,  analysts  may  weli wish to experiment  with other, more  direct  proxies
l9for  the effects of financial  innovation  on the demand  for noney.16
The  fact that a rnonetary  aggregate  is explainable  does  not necessarily
mean  that it  can  be used  successfully  as an intermediate  target.  To serve  as
an intennediate  target,  it  is desirable that a monetary  aggregate  be both
controllable and  close'ly  linked to a measure  of economic  activity  that is of
interest to pol  icy makers. Insofar as the demand  for M2  depends  upon  the
spread  between  long-term  interest rates and  deposit rates--as results obtained
here strongly suggest--and  this  spread  is  subject to unpredictable  movements,
the usefulness  of M2  as an  intermediate  target is called into question.
Adding  to doubts  about  the usefulness  of MZ  targeting are results suggesting
that the demand  for l.l2  may  be  more  rel iably linked to a subcategory  of
consumption  spending  than to total  output.
The  fact that  a rnoney  aggregate  is  explainable  also does  not necessarily
mean  that it  can be used  successfully  as a leading indicator.  However,
Feldstein and  stock (1993)  find that forecasts of economic  activity  improve
when  a noney-demand-enor-correcti  on term is  included  in the forecasting
equation.  This result  suggests  that the better are our models  of the demand
for money,  the better will  be our ability  to predict the economy.
16.  Siklos_  (1993)  reports some  success  using the ratio  of non-bank
trnanclal assets to total  financial assets and  fhe cuffency-money  ratio  to
capture  long-term  trends in velocity.APPEI{0IX: l{0uLD  ADDING  BOilD  FUNDS  r0  ilz l,tAKE  tit0vE}tEilTs  IN t'ta EASIER  To
EXPLAIII?
It  is  sometimes  easier to expand  the definition  of money  than to model
the forces that are driving households  away  from  traditional  monetary  assets.
For example,  lil2  largely replaced  Ml as a guide to nonetary  policy after the
introduction of  i  nterest  -  beari  ng checking  accounts  blurred what  had  hitherto
been  a fair'ly  clear-cut distinction  between  transactions balances  and  savings
balances  (Hetzel and  lilehra  l9B9),  Ear'l  ier,  the definition  of l,l2  had  itself
been  broadened  to include  money  narket mutual  funds (simpson  l9g0).  The
evident breakdown  of the Federal  Reserve  Board,s  M2  model  ,  together  with large
-recent  inflows into stock and  bond  nutual funds, has stimulated  economists  to
consider  whether  the current definition  of M2  ought  to be expanded  to include
some  subset  of  stock and  bond  mutual  fund assets (Duca  1993,  forthcoming;
Feinman  and  Porter 1992).
one issue addressed  in this  literature  is whether  an expanded  lil2
aggregate  is more  "explainaflg',  than M2  as curuen y defined.lT Ouca
(forthcoming)  argues  that an M2  aggregate  expanded  to  include household  bond
funds (exclusive of  IM  and  Keogh  accounts)  is more  explainable  than cument
ll2.  In his analysis, Duca  uses  the Federal  Reserve  Board,s  standard  money
demand  model  ,  adjusted  to control for  RTC  and  disintermediation  effects.is
Results  presented  here  suggest,  however,  that the Board,s  money  demand  model
can  be improved  upon.  It  is natural to wonder  whether  bond-fund-adjusted  i,l2
17 Related  issues  are  whether  monetary  aggregates  other  than  l.l2  are superior  indicators  of future  movements  in 
-out-p-ut  -ano 
lnriaiion,  and  whether alternative  monetary  aggregates  are suffiCieniiy under  the Fedeial  Reserve,s contror  to serve  as intermediate  targets.  As  yet, no  consensus  is apparent  on the  answers  to these  questions.
18 Duca  also  incrudes  a yield-curve  variable  in some  of his regressions.
2lremains  more  explainable  than conventional  I',|2  in the context of the improved
models. Briefly, the answer  is "n0."
Evidence  that adding  bond  funds  to H2  does  not yield  a more  explainable
aggregate  is  shown  in Table  Al  .  The  top half  of the table presents  root-mean-
squared  errors obtained  from  models  that exclude  Duca,s  RTC  and
disintennediation  variables.  The  bottom  half presents  similar results for
models  that inciude  these  variables. Models  that are estimated  using  Duca,s
bond-fund-adjusted  M2  have  a ,'M28,'  designation.  Root  -mean  -  squared  effors
calculated over the entire sample  and  calculated only over the period of
missing  money  are presented  for  each  model  .
As noted  by Duca,  the Board  model  does  a somewhat  better job of
explaining  growth  in MZB  than  it  does  of explaining  growth  in M2. This
superior performance  is especially evident over the period from 1990:Q3
through  1992:Q4,  and  is obtained  regardless  of whether  or not RTC  and
dislntermediation  variables  are included  in the regressions.
Results  are rather different  in the context of the generalized  incone-
velocity and  generalized  consurnption-velocity  models  developed  in this paper.
0ver the period of the missing  money,  both of the generalized  models  do a
substantially  better job of explaining  growth  in conventional  M2  than  in
explaining growth  in bond-fund-adjusted  M2.  Over  the sample  as a whole, the
generalized  models  do as well explaining  movements  in conventional  M2  as
explaining movements  in bond-fund-adJusted  l.lz.  Even  ln the bond  -  fund  -  adJusted
M2  regressions,  the generalized  income-velocity  and  generalized  consumption-
velocity models  yield  root  -mean  -  squared  errors that are nuch  lower than those
obtained  using  the Eoard  mode'l  or the Board  model  supplemented  with RTC  and
22di  sintermedi  ation variables  (a,la Duca).le
The  findings presented  in Table  Al do not establish that MZ  should  not
be expanded  to  include assets  held in bond  rnarket  mutual  funds.  However,  the
case  for  expanding  li12  to include bond  funds  cannot  be based  on an argunent
that l.l2B  is more  explainable  than fi2.  Instead, it  must  be based  either on
evidence  that ll2B  is more  controlable than l4z,  or upon  direct  evidence  that
Itl2B  is a better indicator of future movements  in output or inflation  than is
M2.
. _le .Point  estinates  of the coefficients  change  little  in the generalized
nodels  when  conventional  l,l2  is replaced  by bond  -  f-und-  adj  usted  HZ. 
-As 
before,
the coefficient  of time squared  aird  the wiight attacheO-io  itre iO-yeir-
Tfeafu^Ty  bond  in the opportunity  cost formuia  are highly statistic;lly
significant.  The  coefficients  bf the RTC  and  disintErmidiation  varia-bles  are
insignificant in those  regressions  in which  they  are inciuded.TITERATURE  CITEO
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Estimates  of the Federal  Reserve  Eoard,s  M2  Demand  l.lodel
Sample  Peri  od

























































*  Significant  at 5%  level ** Significant at I%  level
Standard  errors appear  in parentheses.
26TABLE  2.  Dufour  Test  of the Structural
Sample  Period: 1964lQl-1992:Q4
Date  Coefficient  Stnd.  Emor
1990:Ql  -.0017  .0044
1990:  Q2  -.0050  .0043
1990:Q3  -.0037  .0044
1990:Q4  -.0099-  .0044
l99l:Ql  -.0042  .0045
1991:Q2  -.0041  .0044
l99l:Q3  -.0135"  .0044
l99l:Q4  -.Oll8.  .OO4O
1992:Ql  -.0130"  .0048
1992:  Q2  -.0211"  .0047
1992:Q3  -.0208.'  .0049
1992:Q4  -.0196"  .O0Sz
F Test Frz,ss  = 3'521"
Significant at 5%  I  evel
Significant at l%  I  evel
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Estimates  of the Generalized  l'l2  Demand  lilodel  with Income  as
Long-Run  Scale  Vari  able
Sample  peri  od
64:01-86:04  64:01  -89:04  64:01-92:04  64:01-92:04
l.lz5"  1.146*'  .951.-  t.olo*-
(.251)  (.225)  (.20s)  (.20e)
.7tg'  .s??-  .rzg'*  .603-'
(.333)  (.231)  (.18s)  (.211)
.00974-'  .oo8t7..  .00918**  .00836".
(.00208)  (.002s2)  (.0027s)  (.00282)
.0333'-  .0322-.  .0327'-  .032?'*














































(.0s8)TABLE  3.  Continued
ssE  .00123  .00132  .00143  .00141
BtlsE  .00408  .00392  .00383  .00382
R'  .697  .710  .702  .704
*  Significant  at 5%  level ** Significant  at 1%  level
Standard  errors appear  in parentheses.
29TABLE  4.  Dufour  Test of the Structural Stability
llodel with Income  as the Long-Run  Scali
Sample  Period: 1964:Ql-1992:Q4
Date  Coefficient Stnd. Error
1990:Ql  -.0011  .0042
1990:Q2  -.0028  .0042
1990:Q3  -.0016  .0043
1990:Q4  -.0068  .0043
1991  :Ql  -.0012  .0044
1991:Q2  -.0009  .0045
1991  :  Q3  -  .0070  .0046
l99l:Q4  -.0040  .0048
1992:Ql  -.0042  .0050
1992:Q2  -.0098  .0053
1992:Q3  -.0086  .0055
1992:Q4  -.0073  .0055
F Test  Fp,r5 = .S9l
Significant  at 5%  |evel
Significant at l%  I  evel
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(  .  00343  )
.358-'
(.086)
Estinates  of the Generalized  M2  Denand  Model  with Consumption  as the
Scale  Vari  abl  e
Sample  peri  od
64  :01-86:04  64  :01-89:  04  64:  01  -92:  04  64:01  -92  :04
(Ax.-'  - Am._1)  -,130
(.  r23)







































.00125  .00141  .00146  .00143
E  .00412  .00404  .00385  .00384
.691  .691  .698  .700
*  Significant at 5%  level ** Significant at l%  level
Standard  errors appear  in parantheses.
32TABLE  6.  Dufour  Test of the Structural
l4odel  with Consumption  as the
Sample  Period:  1964:Ql-199?:Q4
Date  Coefficient Stnd. Error
1990:Ql  -.0000  .0044
1990:Q2  -.0028  .0044
1990:Q3  -.0014  .0044
1990:Q4  -.0061  .0045
1991:Ql  -.0040  .0046
l99l :  Q2  -  .0023  .0047
l99l:Q3  -.0043  .0048
1991:Q4  -.0029  .0048
1992:Ql  -.0026  .oo5l
1992:Q2  -.0045  .0053
1992:Q3  -.0055  .0053
1992  :  Q4  -  .0032  .00s4
F Test Fp,s = .254
*  Significant  at 5%  level ** Significant  at l%  level
Stabil  ity  of the Generalized
Scale  Vari  abl  e
142  Demand
33TABLE  7.  Comparing  the Recent  performance  of the Alternative  Models;
Root  Mean  Square  Errors  and  Hean  Errors  from  1990:Q1-1992:Q4
Models  Estimated  64:Ql-89:Q4  llodels  Estimated  E4:Ql-92:Q4
ilodel  @@
Board  .01247  .01053  .00540  .00378
Incorne
Velocity  .00553  .00447  St.Sy,  .OOZ37  .00069  gt.7%
Consunpti  on
Velocity  .00371  .00332  68.5%  .00145  .00067  gZ.3%
* Percentage  reduction  in mean  error relative to the Board  model  .
TABLE  8.  Comparing  the Recent  performance  of the Alternative Hodels:
Forecast  Encompassing  from  1990:Ql-1992:Q4
Sarnp'le  Period: 1964:Ql-1992:Q4
Indenendent  Variable  Dependent  Variab'le  T Statistic
€s - €r  e8  7,glg.'
er  1.703
€e - oc  eB  9.149"
ec  1.149
€r - €c  er  4.zgl"
ec  .105
Notes:
e, = residuals from Board  model
er = residuals from  generalized  income-velocity  model
ec  = residuals from  generalized  consumption-velocity  model *-  Significant at S%-  I  evel ** Significant at l%  level
34TABLE  9.  HoI,,
Sample  Peri  od:










(Ax. - Am.-''  )
(Ax.-'  - Am._,  )




Important  are RTC,  Di  si  ntermedi  ati  on,
1964:Ql-I992:Q4
and  Debt-Paydown  Effects?
Board  Mode  l
1.074'*
(.  rs7)



















(  .063  )
.0909
(  .0s44)



















.  t30*  .133'-
(.031)  (.031)
-.00976'-  -.00936*.





































































J5TABLE  9.  Continued






l.lE  90:  Ql  -92  :  Q4  .00047












*  Significant  at 5%  level ** Significant at l%'level





































36TABLE  10.  Dufour  Test of the structural  Stability  of the Board's  M2  llodel
Sample  Period:  1959:Ql-1992:Q4
Date  Coefficient Stnd. Error
1990:Q1  -.0019  .OO4T
I990:Q2  -.0053  .0047
1990:Q3  -.00?7  .0047
1990:Q4  -.0080  .OO4t
l99l:Ql  -.0024  .0049
1991:Q2  -.0019  .0048
1991:Q3  -.oll3'  .0048
1991  :Q4  -.0085  .0049
1992:Ql  -.0079  .0050
1992:Q2  -.0164"  .0049
1992:Q3  -.0143"  .O0Sl
1992:Q4  -.010t  .0053
F Test
Single  Dumqy
90:  Ql  -92:  Q4
Frz,roc  = 1.961*
-.0065'-  .0019







Signi  fi cant
37TABLE  ll.  Testing  the Pre-1964  Structural  stabil  ity  of Alternative  l4ode'ls
Sample  Period: 1959:Ql-1989:Q4
=--=.-9ryE..--=-  = Gqrleralized  Income  General  ized Consumption
coefficient Stnd.  Er.  Coefficient  Stnd.En  Geffint  StnA. 
-$=



















-.  or02'  (.0047) .0000
-.0160..  (.0049)  -.0078
-.0112*  (.00s1)  -.0049
-.0158"  (.0050)  -.0094
-.0080  (.0048)  -.0007
-.0081  (.0046)  -.0011
-.oll2'  (.0046)  -.0044
-  .0122'  (  .0047)  -  .00s9





































-.0142*  (.0047)  -.0102'  (.0046)
-.0174"  (.0048)  -.0143'*  (.0046)
-.0105'  (.0047)  -.0067
-.006s  (.0046)  -.0039
-.0048  (.004s)  _.0ol8
-.0036  (.0044)  _.0014
-.0008  (.0044) .0018
-.0094'  (.0047)
-.0119'  (.0047)
F Test  Fr,n  = 2.071'
Single  Dunnny  -.0093-'
59:Q4-63:Q4  (.o0Zl)













*  Significant at 5%  level ** Significant at l%  level
Standard  errors appear  in parentheses.
38TABLE  12.  Companing  the Past  performance  of the Alternative Models:
Forecast  Encompassing  from 1959:  Q4  -  1963  :  Q4
Sample  Period: 1959:Ql-1989:Q4
Indeoendent  Variable  Deoendent  Variable  T Statistic
€o  - €r  eB  2.149*
er  -.889
€r - €c  eB  2.395*
ec  -.703




es  = residua'ls  fron Board  model
er = residuals from  generalized  income-velocity  rnodel
ec  = residuals from  generalized  consumption-veiocity  model *-  Significant at S%-  I  evei
39TABLE  Al  .  Does
Sample  Per  i  od:
Adding  Bond  Funds  to MZ
1964:Ql-1992:Q4
Yield a ltlore  Explainable  Aggregate?
l'lodel  s Exc  l udi  ng RTC  and
Di  si  ntermedi  ati on Effects
Board  M2.'
Board  ll2B"
General  ized Income-Velocity  lil2
General  ized Income-Velocity  M2B
General  ized Consumpti  on-Vel  oci  ty
General  ized Consumption-Vel  oci  ty
l,lodel  s Incl udi  ng RTC  and
Di  s  i  ntermed  i  ation Effects
Board  M2'*
Board  M2B"
General  ized Income-Velocity  M2
General  ized Income-Velocity  ilZB
General  i  zed  Consumption-Veloci  ty































Root  -mean  -  squared  errors  are not corrected
lost in estimating  the  models.
As  reported  in Duca  (forthcoming).
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